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This was, of course, only Viole’s guess. However, the expression on her face showed
how inexplicably absurd she felt it was once the words left her lips…

“Impossible, how is that possible?”

“That guy, what he’s wearing on him can’t possibly even add up to a thousand dollars.
It’s just some poor loser’s clothes. To say that he’s one of the higher-ups in the Divine
Constabulary is just a pure insult to them. But, why am I not able to quiet the anxiety in
my heart?”

As for Easton, who had been talking to Quentin, he also paused before saying, “I will
make sure to investigate this matter thoroughly. Now that I think about it, that woman,
Grace, also doesn’t seem to be any ordinary person. Although she has retired, there is
still something about the way her eyes look… The guy she brought back, I will ask
someone to look him up properly! Before that, don’t act rashly.”

Once the call ended, Easton felt something was wrong and looked to his sister. “That
wretched looking bump, could he really be one of the higher-ups in the Divine
Constabulary?”
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Viole sneered. “What kind of nonsense are you spouting? One of the higher-ups of the
Divine Constabulary who isn’t a martial arts master there? Any one of them is at least
above forty or fifty years old. Look at that loser. He’s only twenty years old. How is it
possible that he’s a higher-up? And an elder to boot? If he’s one of the higher-ups, then
I’ll take down my head and let you use it as a stool!”

“Then, what was up with Uncle?”

“He… I guess he took someone’s money again!” Viole shrugged and said. “Only, maybe
he’s bumped into an elder of the Divine Constabulary. Even if he can get out of it this
time, the consequences would probably still be heavy.”

Easton wasn’t worried for his uncle about that, but what he worried about was whether
Phoebe would be taken and ruined by Alex.

“What should we do now?” he asked in frustration and annoyance. “The people that
Martin brought have gotten into accidents, Uncle has been taken away by the Divine
Constabulary, and that guy is still at the Larsen residence?! No matter how Martin died,
I’m sure Phoebe is scared sh*tless right now. If that guy takes advantage of the
situation, there will be no going back from it. When the time comes, and Dad wants to
get the support of the Larsen family, all of it will just be empty talk.”

Viole said, “I know a guy, and he’s a martial arts master. He might be able to help you!”
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“A master?” Easton said. “How high-ranked is he?”

As the son of a governor, he was no stranger to martial arts. Easton himself also knew
many warriors and fighters, and there were even several of them who were his loyal
lackeys.

Viole smirked. “A Grandmaster!”

Easton was taken aback. Grandmasters were rare and not easy to find. In Michigan,
one could probably count the total munber of Grandmasters on a single hand.
Michigan’s Stoermer’s Patriarch had become a Grandmaster, which allowed the
Stoermer family to reach the top class in Michigan. Now even his father was envious of
the Stoermer family.

As for them being one of the Golden Era’s royal family, that title was only for show and
didn’t continue much use.

Roles and reputation were much bigger influences here!

It was just like having titles in ancient times, it sounded lofty, but it could only be used to
deceive ordinary people. In the face of real power, it was actually completely useless.
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Easton immediately nodded in excitement.

With the help of a Grandmaster, what was there to be afraid of?

Even if that wretched bumpkin was a passable warrior, or even if the Larsen family were
to hire bodyguards for protection, in front of a Grandmaster, all of them were just scum
and trash!

As for their father, Quentin’s advice, the two siblings obviously didn’t take it too
seriously. They were in absolute disbelief that Alex was connected to the Divine
Constabulary.

***

In the military’s general hospital, Alex and Phoebe walked toward Wayne’s ward with a
food container in hand.

Grace had already received a call early on from her daughter, saying that they would be
coming to deliver food. When Grace received the call, she was surprised!
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A mother knew their children best, and Grace was well aware of what kind of person
Phoebe was. Phoebe was someone who would wait for her mother to arrange for all her
three meals throughout the day.

It was not that Phoebe was lazy, but rather, she was careless about it.

As long as there was food to eat, and she wouldn’t starve to death, she didn’t bother
whether the food was good or bad. When she worked overtime in the hospital, if it
wasn’t takeaway, then it was instant noodles.

And now the very same girl had cooked food and was going to deliver it here?

Chapter 1342
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The sun was rising from the east, wasn’t it?

Up until Phoebe said, “I wasn’t the one who cooked, it was Alex. It’s not bad.”

Grace was stunned, and her impression of Alex improved even further. She was also
looking forward to the food that Alex had cooked now… As for Phoebe’s evaluation of
the food, Grace paid her no mind. She was familiar with how her daughter was, after all.
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Even if it was instant noodles that cost three dollars, Phoebe would still say it wasn’t
bad.

However, when Grace opened the container and took out the stacks of carefully
assembled side dishes, and the faint smell of fragrance waited out, she was surprised
yet again.

“Alex, did you do all of this yourself?”

She suspected that it had been packed from a restaurant.

Phoebe was the one to reply, “He did do all of this, I can guarantee this with my
reputation. I also contributed to it. This vegetable, I’m the one who cut it.”

Grace was stunned again. “You know how to cut vegetables?”

Phoebe didn’t say that she had only cut the vegetable once and also almost sliced off
her finger.

While Grace was eating, Alex once again took Wayne’s pulse.
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He turned around and said, “Uncle Wayne is recovering well. How about this? I’ll give
him a massage now, which can help the absorption of the clot in his brain.”

It was a massage and not acupuncture. Adding on the previous proof of her personal
experience, Grace readily agreed with a smile and said, “Thank you for the offer, Alex.
You’re really a capable child! I heard from Brother William that he was often worried
about his son because he didn’t have much time to teach him, and with those sneaky
friends around him, he was afraid that you’d learn bad things! But look at you now,
you’ve practically become a model for all the men out there. If your father were to see
this, I’m sure he would also be relieved.”

Then, she was full of praises for the dishes that he had cooked. “Alex, I didn’t expect
that you would be a good cook. It’s even better than the ones chefs cook in restaurants.
Did you go and learn to be a certified chef?”

Alex smiled and shook his head. “There’s no such thing. When I was living in my
in-laws’ house before this, I was in charge of cooking. She was an extremely picky
eater, and that’s how I cultivated my cooking skills.”

When he said this, Grace looked as though she had swallowed a fly.

She knew that Alex was once married and new divorced. She also knew what kind of
life he had lived before this. Grace didn’t want to bring it up at all and said, “Alex, forget
about the past. People should look ahead, and I believe your future achievements won’t
be weaker than your father’s. Your ex-wife didn’t cherish you, there will be others who
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will! By the way, Phoebe has always been waiting for you, and there is already a
wedding between the two of you, right?”

“Er…”

“Mom, eat your food!” Phoebe said, her face flushed.

Just at this moment, a few people from the hospital walked in. The doctor who was at
the forefront saw Alex massaging Wayne’s injured head, and he was immediately angry
as he said, “Who allowed you to move the patient’s head? Don’t you knew that his head
is seriously injured? What kind of nonsense are you doing?”

Grace hurriedly said, “Doctor Myles, he’s only massaging my husband’s head to help
promote the absorption of the clot in his head.”

“Bullsh*t!” Doctor Myles said, furious. “The patient has a head injury, and the internal
damage has yet to heal fully. How can you just casually massage it like that? Mrs.
Larsen, how could you be so ignorant? This will only increase the chances of the patient
having a brain hemorrhage. This is just being meddlesome!”

After Alex had been scolded for a while, and when Doctor Myles had finished cursing,
he finally said, “The Swiss brain specialists have arrived, and they will be here soon.
Mrs. Larsen, why don’ t you stay and have the others leave the room to wait.”
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He was clearly trying to chase Phoebe and Alex out. Phoebe was not satisfied with that.
She had utmost faith in Alex’s medical skills. Just as she was about to refute, Alex
pulled her away toward the door and said, “There’s nothing to argue about here. Let’s
just go out and wait first!”

Just as they reached the door, the Swiss brain specialists had also arrived at the same
time.

The one leading the group was a foreigner with a big nose, and he shouted in
excitement when he caught sight of Alex. “Wow, Master, what are you doing here?”

Chapter 1343
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Alex was a little surprised.

He didn’t expect the person who came to be Andrew, the brain specialist who worked in
California. He suddenly recalled that Grace mentioned a Swiss brain specialist that she
had invited. Was it him?

“Are you here to treat Wayne Larsen?” Alex asked.
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“Oh, yes. But, the person who ordered me to come here was actually my teacher, and
I’m just tagging along.”

Andrew immediately pointed to a female foreigner who was about his age standing
behind him. Then, he said to Alex, “Ah, if we knew that you were here, Master, we
wouldn’t have needed to come at all.”

Having said that, Andrew enthusiastically introduced Alex to his teacher.

The female foreigner’s name was Julia, and her appearance was different than what
everyone would expect of a typical female foreigner. She was not tall, only about 1.65
meters. She was quite old and wore glasses, and she was dressed finely.

“Hello, my name is Alex Rockefeller.”

Out of respect for the elder, Alex took the initiative to greet and introduce himself first
and even extended his hand.

Julia was obviously also very interested in Alex, and grasped his outstretched hand,
smiled, and said in German, “So, you’re Andrew’s master in America. You’re very young
and handsome. I came to America this time because I also hoped to meet you. Andrew
is a stubborn old man. For you to be able to get him to worship you as his teacher
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proves that you’re a competent young man. I’ve also heard a lot about the miracles
you’ve performed, and I’m very curious about you!”

She said a lot in German and had the standard Swiss accent, and she also spoke fast.

Phoebe, who stood to the side, could only catch and understand half of it, and the other
half was entirely based on guesswork.

She turned to look at Alex with great interest, wondering if he understood it all. Her own
German was already at level 8, as she often traveled abroad or participated in academic
discussions. Now, she could only understand half of what was said. Then, what about
Alex?

In the end, she saw Alex smile faintly and also replied to the old lady in German,
“Actually, I’m not Andrew’s master. This guy is just blindly yelling it out, but I did indeed
cure his pancreatitis! Miss Julia, welcome to America. If you have time, we can meet up
another time and have a good exchange!”

Alex held Julia’s hand without letting go from the beginning. In fact, the grip he had on
her hand became tighter, and he even rubbed it a few times.

This action seemed a bit too rude and perverted.
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She was an old lady over fifty years old, and even her hair was gray, and one still had
the intention to take advantage of her? How disgusting!

This entire scene unfolded before Phoebe. Her face twisted ugly and fiercely, and her
good impression of Alex deteriorated in that instant, and deep inside her heart was a
faint pain.

‘As*hole, what a hopeless b*stard!’

‘Such a beautiful woman like me standing next to him, he decides to assault an old lady
indecently instead! How shameless!’

Phoebe studied Julia carefully.

In all honesty, this old lady was elegant, and she had unique features. It was basically
impossible to see this kind of elegant old lady in America. You could tell that when Julia
was younger, she was a peerless beauty who shocked countless people and turned
heads wherever she went. However, time wasn’t a forgiving master, and no matter how
beautiful a woman was, age will definitely take it away one day.

However, was Alex really taking advantage of an old lady because of this?
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Obviously, that wasn’t it.

Instead, Alex had discovered a secret of the old lady. Julia’s eyes flashed, and she
looked up at Alex. They met gazes for a whole ten seconds before she smiled softly and
said one sentence, “It’s a great honor!”

***

The conversation ended thus.

Andrew made a big show of asking Alex if he wanted to head to a bar for drinks
together later at night. He hadn’t seen Alex for a while, so he had missed him very
much.

Alex waved his hand. “Next time, I’m tired today!”

Then, he mentioned separately, “The situation with Wayne, you don’t have to trouble
yourself about it. He should wake up tomorrow.”

Having said that, he took the initiative and walked out of the ward.
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As for the doctor who had yelled at Alex, he was utterly dumbfounded. Standing at the
corner of the bed, he didn’t even dare to meet Grace’s eyes. He would never have
imagined that the young man whom he had scolded and driven away would turn out to
be Andrew’s master and that it seemed that he and Julia also knew each other…

As Alex and the others had communicated in German the entire time, with his language
level, Doctor Myles wasn’t able to understand a single word they had been saying.

However, Julia was a very famous doctor in the Swiss medical field. She was the most
prominent authority in the field of brain medicine in the Swiss medical community.

“Dearest Miss Grace…”

Julia then went toward Grace and faced her, a rare smile upon her face.

Julia was the doctor that Grace had invited and had come all the way here.

This was because Julia once owed Grace a favor. Otherwise, with Julia’s status and
reputation, why would she come all the way to America just because of a magistrate? If
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anyone else went looking for her, they’d have to make an appointment in advance and
even line up a long queue!

Grace’s eyes shifted from Alex’s retreating back, who had disappeared from the door,
and she looked at Julia and asked, “Do you know who he is?”

Julia replied, “A fascinating young man.”

“How does he compare to Grim Reaper?” Grace asked.

“Grim Reaper?”

Julia’s eyes widened.

“He’s Grim Reaper’s son,” Grace said.

“What?!” Julia’s face drastically changed, and her fingers trembled.
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Grim Reaper was William Rockefeller’s code name in Hidden Dragon. When they had
been carrying out a certain mission together, they had a run in with Julia, and that was
how the few of them became acquainted.

***

After they left the hospital, Phoebe looked at Alex. “I didn’t expect your German to be
better than mine. How did you do it? You know medicine, martial arts, you cook, and
even your German is so fluent. Most people are proficient at one or, at most, two things.
But, you know so many, which is really illogical.”

Alex calmly said, “It’s not illogical or anything. It’s just that I’m smarter than you.”

“Hmph!”

Naturally, Phoebe didn’t like to hear those words. “That’s right, you’re so smart and
proficient in everything, and you’re also good at how to treat old ladies indecently.”

Alex’s body trembled once, and then he finally shook his head. “You don’t understand.”
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“I saw everything. How can I not understand? You really are a leopard that can’t change
its spots! A dog to the end!”

“In the eyes of a dog, everyone is a dog.”

“Hmph!”

The two headed back toward the Larsen residence after that. None of the two spoke to
each other on the way. Phoebe was angry, but Alex was in a good mood. He thought
back to Julia, and the scene just now that Phoebe saw was not Alex disrespecting the
older lady or anything. It was because Alex saw something that ordinary people couldn’t
see. If be guessed it right, this old lady was a person with abnormal blood awakening. In
the archives of the Divine Constabulary, such a person was called a psychic user!

When they reached the Larsen residence, Phoebe pointed to a room on the second
floor. “You can sleep in this room tonight. I’m warning you. You can’t sneak into my
room, let alone break into my room!”

Alex replied, “That’s what I want to say to you, too. Thank you!”

Then, he walked into the room and closed the door with a bang, thoroughly pissing off
the magistrate’s daughter.
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The two were not aware that the Zimmer family siblings, who were currently with a
Grandmaster, were rushing toward the Larsen residence right now.

Chapter 1345
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The room that Alex stayed in looked like it hadn’t been used for a long time.

Phoebe was not the kind of woman who could clean a room meticulously and leave no
dust either. So, Alex cleaned it up himself, took a shower, and lay on the bed to call his
family. He briefly told them about how he needed to stay in Michigan for a few days.

Of course, he definitely wouldn’t tell Maya and the others that he was also being the
personal bodyguard for the magistrate’s daughter and living in the same house with her
at night where they were home alone.

After the call, Alex sat cross-legged and began to practice the Force. In the past few
days, he had been observing the so-called ‘Celestial Oceanic Bead’. This bead is
exactly the same as that mysterious bead, and needless to say, both must have come
from the same origin. However, the Celestial Oceanic Bead was more complete than
the mysterious head that he had obtained previously. Although it was also a little
broken, the degree of damage was lesser by a lot.
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What surprised him the most was, the Chaos bead in his mind palace also seemed to
have a strange connection with this bead. At a particular moment before this, he felt the
Chaos Bead release a burst of energy that entered the Celestial Oceanic Bead.

Then, from that moment on, it was as though the Celestial Oceanic Bead had been
sealed by something and could not move anymore.

This made Alex speechless.

In the beginning, Hayley Hanson’s father was so awesome, and he took out the beads
directly and activated the beads’ ability. He shouted out ‘The Power of the Sea’, and it
could immediately imprison a big, living person.

However, now, this ability had been devoured by the Chaos Bead.

“B*stard!”

Yet, on the other hand, the speed at which the previous bead was repairing its cracks
had increased recently. Now that almost half of the cracks had been repaired, the
strange runes on the bead had become more apparent. However, even if he had
cracked the first sword array of the Dragon’s Bane of Thirty-Six and was just a step
away from breaking the second one, the runes on the bead were something that he had
not seen nor heard before.
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It seemed to be an older, more complex, and esoteric rune.

“Forget it, let’s just study the array for the Dragon Bane of Thirty-Six!”

“The second sword, Seven Blades of Death!”

With just a thought in his mind, a dragonbone sword shot out from his mind palace. It
turned around, a pale golden formation slowly spreading out in front of Alex as it turned.

An array that was complicated and difficult to understand was on it. However, at this
moment, Alex could direct the array as he pleased, and he was just missing the last
position. The blade’s spiritual spirit swayed.

Alex closed his eyes, used his spiritual consciousness to try various changes in his sea
of consciousness, and deduced the array changes at a fast speed… This work requires
very detailed and meticulous calculations, as well as huge conversions. If it were
anyone else doing this who had a smaller brain, they really wouldn’t be able to calculate
it out.

At the same time, Phoebe was in her pajamas but had yet to sleep.
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She was video chatting with her best friend, Cheryl.

“How far have you and that Rockefeller guy gone? Did this guy have a clean break with
his ex-wife?” Phoebe was asking Cheryl about Alex.

In fact, when she talked about this, a sense of guilt filled her heart.

The man her best friend likes was currently sleeping in her house.

However, there was another voice in her heart, as though telling herself that this man
was someone Phoebe had known first, and since young, they already had a marriage
contract between them to boot.

“It’s okay!” Cheryl said shyly, thinking of the night in the small town in Puerto Rico, the
moment she had let go of the bath towel. She felt all over at that time and was only one
step away from the last step.

However, because she had a lot to learn about the Immortal Doctor inheritance
knowledge recently, and the former Immortal Doctor was constantly supervising and
guiding, she didn’t have the time to explore anything deeper with Alex. She was
reluctant to answer it because Alex and Dorothy were only a fake divorce after all.
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However, this was something that she couldn’t tell Phoebe. This was Alex’s secret, and
she couldn’t just simply blab it out.

“Are you seriously planning to hang yourself for that loser as*hole Rockefeller?”

“What do you mean to ‘hang me’? Alex is already a very good man!”

Chapter 1346
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“Beauty is in the eye of its beholder,” Phoebe Larsen said.

“Say what you want!” Cheryl Coney chuckled and said.

She had already made up her mind. Even if she had to be in a polygamous marriage,
she’d have nothing against it. She wouldn’t change her mind no matter how hard
Phoebe tried to persuade her. “What about you? You’re not exactly young anymore, and
you’re the magistrate’s daughter. Aren’t your parents urging you to get married?” Cheryl
asked.

“I’m doing just fine! ” Phoebe exclaimed.
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“I have something to tell you. It turns out that I’ve had a fiancé since I was a child. I was
still very young when the engagement happened,” Phoebe said suddenly after a pause.

“What? How could this be? Who is he? Do you like him?” Cheryl asked.

“I… I still don’t know. We only kept in touch when we were kids, but that was back when
we were in primary school. I don’t know how he’s changed after all these years,”
Phoebe said.

Cheryl was shocked.

Meanwhile, Phoebe had a conflicted expression upon her face.

Cheryl thought Phoebe was conflicted about his fiance’s current condition. However,
little did Cheryl know, Phoebe was conflicted about whether she should steal her best
friend’s man.

Phoebe knew in her heart that a man like Alex Rockefeller was akin to a drug to women.
Any woman who came into contact with him would become addicted. Moreover, as time
went on, the drug addiction would only worsen until one was wholly trapped in it and
had no way out of it.
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After the two of them chatted for a while, Phoebe felt distraught with anxiety, especially
when she thought about Alex, who was sleeping next door. Finally, Phoebe mentioned
that she was tired and said goodnight to Cheryl.

Also, right then, she heard a soft rumbling sound by her door.

“Hmm?” Phoebe was slightly stunned. She looked over at the door and noticed that the
doorknob was slowly turning.

‘This…’ Phoebe immediately thought that Alex must have been the one opening her
door.

Most importantly, Phoebe had kept her room unlocked the entire time.

For some unknown reason, she didn’t lock her door even when she was taking a
shower. Perhaps she believed in Alex’s good character, or maybe she had some
inexplicable expectation toward a certain kind of situation. Only heaven would know.

Meanwhile, now that she saw that Alex finally couldn’t hold back and was sneaking into
her room in the middle of the night, her heart nearly leaped out of her chest.
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‘Should I stop him?’

‘Or should I just go with the flow?’

In the end, Phoebe decided she would pretend she was sleeping. She didn’t even turn
off the lights, and she directly lay down and closed her eyes. However, her trembling
eyelashes indicated how excited she was on the inside.

Creak!

A soft sound could be heard. Her bedroom door was finally opened.

Phoebe began to feel increasingly nervous on the inside. She didn’t know what Alex
would do. If he came over to touch her right away, should she still pretend to be
sleeping? Or should she directly slap him and yell at him for being a beast?

Right then, Phoebe felt a lightness above her. Someone had lifted the cooling mattress
above her. It was done very quickly and forcefully.

“This rough?”
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‘Jerk, you were pretending all this time. Hmph!’

Phoebe still hadn’t opened her eyes. Right then, she could feel someone forcefully
pressing against a pressure point under her neck. Immediately after that, Phoebe felt
something awful. It was as if all the energy in her body had been drained away. She felt
weak from head to toe.

‘What’s going on?

‘What is he doing?’

Finally, Phoebe couldn’t stand it anymore. She opened her eyes, and she was so
shocked that her entire body trembled.

Phoebe saw that an unfamiliar old man was standing by her bed.

Chapter 1347
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“Easton, Viole, it’s… Is it you guys?
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“How did you get in here? What do you want? ” Phoebe Larsen looked at the siblings,
who had walked into the room, shocked and horrified. She couldn’t believe her eyes. In
any case, she was the daughter of Michigan‘s magistrate, and she was also a member
of Alaska’s Larsen family. Had the Zimmer family gone mad? How dare they invade her
house in the middle of the night? It was still reasonable for them to try kidnapping Alex
back then. But now, there really was no reason for them to do this.

Did Quentin Zimmer not want his position as the governor anymore?

However, as kind as Phoebe was, she absolutely couldn’t imagine how evil members of
the Zimmer family were.

Easton Zimmer had never planned on letting her go or even letting her escape. The
camera Viole Zimmer was holding would be used for filming Phoebe in the act.

When the time came, Phoebe would consume the medicine they had prepared in
advance. Then, she would fall into a state of disorientation and madness. She would
then be framed as the one who initiated sex with Easton.

Moreover, videos like that were like heavyweight bombs.

Wayne Larsen definitely wouldn’t be able to offend this person or the Larsen family.
When the time came, Phoebe could only fall under control of the Zimmer family.
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“Alex, Alex, Alex Rockefeller, save me!” Phoebe started yelling in shock and horror. In
her mind, only Alex Rockefeller could save her right now.

However, she immediately discovered that her voice had become incredibly soft. In
other words, when all the energy in her body had been drained away, even her strength
to shout had disappeared. However, to her greater shock and horror, Alex didn’t reply to
her for a long while. Could an accident have happened?

In reality, an accident did occur to Alex.

He was studying the second sword formation of the Dragon’s Bane of Thirty-Six, Seven
Blades of Death.

Earlier, he was suddenly able to understand the sword formation thoroughly. However,
as soon as the sword formation was wholly activated, it formed a strange world along
with the Seven Blades of Death and completely covered up Alex’s body.

The space Alex was in became twisted.

This effect was like the spell formation he and Aunt Rockefeller had set up in the center
of Moonlight Lake previously. Back then, when Shaun Baker and the others were
trapped in the spell formation, people from the outside couldn’t discover them at all.
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Hence, when Easton, Viole, and the Grandmaster rank martial artist they had brought
along snuck in, they didn’t see anybody despite opening the door to Alex’s room.

Meanwhile, Alex also didn’t discover their arrival for the time being.

“What are you shouting for? Alex, hehe. Such endearment. Isn’t Alex the eunuch from
the Smiling, Proud Wanderer?” Easton started laughing loudly.“

Unfortunately, your Alex isn’t here. Otherwise, I’d have made him have a taste of cutting
his own penis off,” Easton added.

“What? He’s not here?” Phoebe was shocked.

Meanwhile, Easton continued to speak. “Don’t panic. Alex isn’t here, but I am. Alex is a
eunuch, but I’m not. I will give you a wonderful experience and show you what a real
man is, alright?”

Phoebe felt so panicked that her forehead started to sweat. “Easton, do you know what
you’re doing right now? Don’t make a mistake and ruin your father. Leave right now, and
I’ll pretend nothing happened,” Phoebe said in the loudest voice possible.
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In the end, Violet walked over and suddenly extended a hand to slap Phoebe.

The slap instantly caused half of Phoebe’s face to become swollen.

“Phoebe, why are you still being so arrogant at a time like this? Why are you acting all
high and mighty? Why are you so proud? Your father is already entering a persistent
vegetative state. Do you still think you’re the magistrate’s daughter like you once were?
It’s your honor for my brother to set his eyes upon you! Now, put on a good show!” Viole
said coldly before placing the camera on the bed.

After that, she fished for a pill from her pocket. She then opened Phoebe’s mouth and
shoved the pill down her throat.

Phoebe’s facial expression changed drastically. She tried her best to struggle, hoping
that she could spit the pill out.

However, her pressure point had been tapped, and she barely had any energy left in her
body. She couldn’t fightback against Viole at all.

Meanwhile, Easton Zimmer and Viole Zimmer stood behind the old man.
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Meanwhile, the Grandmaster rank martial artist tapped on Phoebe Larsen’s throat
again. The pill slid right into her stomach.

“Viole, what did you make me swallow?” Phoebe shouted frantically.

Viole Zimmer picked up the camera and smiled. “Of course, it’s some good stuff. It’s
very expensive. Each pill costs two thousand dollars. It’ll turn you into a mad b*tch on
the bed later… Hehe. Brother, what are you waiting for?”

Easton Zimmer chuckled as he took his clothes off and got closer.

At this point, there was no way Phoebe still didn’t know what the pill was. Suddenly, she
was scared out of her wits. This was the equivalent of hell for women. They were
actually even going to record the whole thing.

They wanted to send her to the lowest part of hell!

“Alex, Alex, where are you?” Phoebe cried out.
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Phoebe could sense oddness in her stomach. The medicine’s effect was so powerful
that it immediately digested in her stomach. After that, a strange, warm feeling engulfed
her entire body. Moreover, somewhere in her body felt unusually weird.

As a doctor, how could she not know what was happening to her?

‘It’s over!’

‘It’s really over this time!’

When Phoebe saw that Easton had already taken off his jacket and was smiling at her
like a hungry wolf, she immediately felt disgusted and nauseous. Meanwhile, she
couldn’t stop tears from rolling down her cheeks.

“Phoebe, you forced me to do this. Don’t even think of blaming me! I’ve pursued you for
so long, but you’ve never even let me touch your hand. I, Easton Zimmer, am still the
governor’s son no matter what. How could you like that poor b*stard?”

“You’re the blind one. I had no choice but to use this strategy!”
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“However, as long as you behave obediently in the future, I will still treat you like my
wife!” Easton said. He had even taken off his underwear.

Viole glanced at him and chuckled. “Brother, you should hurry up. My camera is all set
up! Phoebe, make sure you act your best. In the future, you might even get famous from
this,” Viole said.

Phoebe felt both frantic and hateful.

The Zimmer family was too evil!

However, with the medicine taking effect inside her body, she actually felt an urge in her
heart when she looked at Easton. This made her feel even more panicked. Phoebe
quickly clenched her legs tightly together.

When the Grandmaster rank martial artist saw that the timing was about right, he
unlocked Phoebe’s pressure point. “Mr. Zimmer and Miss Zimmer, do as you wish. I’ll
wait for you guys downstairs!” he said.

“Go on, go on! ” Easton waved the Grandmaster rank martial artist away as if he was
shooing a fly away. Easton kept his eyes upon Phoebe’s body. He had been longing for
this woman for a year. Today, he could finally have her just as she wished.
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He felt so excited that his body was almost trembling.

“Phoebe, Phoebe, my beautiful girl, don’t you want it? Stop resisting it. Come here. Your
husband has waited for you for a long time! ” Easton said while reaching out to touch
Phoebe’s chest.

Viole was recording this excitedly. It was as if she was filming an artistic video.

However, right then, Easton suddenly shuddered. He instantly froze, and he looked
down in disbelief. He sensed someone grabbing at a certain part of his body.

Soon after that, it was forcefully tugged!

“Arghhhh!!!”

Chapter 1349
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“Ahh!” Easton Zimmer let out a pitiful cry. He looked terrified and confused.
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He watched while the thing that defined him as a man was actually pulled off his body
by a mysterious force.

What kind of intense pain was that?

Blood gushed out profusely, and no words could describe how much pain he felt at this
moment…

Having it cut off with a single, clean slash of a blade would have been better. In his
case, it was pulled off forcefully. The kind of pain that involved one’s skin and muscles
being torn away wasn’t something a human could withstand.

Easton directly fainted, but he immediately regained consciousness from the pain.

Meanwhile, Viole Zimmer, who had recorded this scene in its entirety, felt her vision
turning dark. It was so

terrifying that her scalp began to feel numb.
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Even Phoebe Larsen, who was reacting to the medicine, felt alerted when she saw such
a bloody scene. For a short time, she became slightly aware. She quickly jumped into
the corner of the bed with her back against a large cabinet.

“Alex Rockefeller, Alex Rockefeller…” Phoebe started to shout.

“I’m here!” A voice could be heard by the door. It was none other than Alex Rockefeller.

Just as Phoebe was about to be sexually assaulted by Easton earlier, the energy barrier
around Alex disappeared thoroughly. He had mastered the second sword formation of
the Dragon’s Bane of Thirty-Six. In the end, as soon as the barrier disappeared, Alex
could hear Easton’s voice next door. Alex directly lashed out, controlling his spiritual
power to pull off Easton’s penis.

“Ahh! Alex!” Phoebe bit on her tongue.

After seeing Alex’s face clearly, she immediately dashed over to him and threw herself
into his arms. Tears streamed down her face as she punched him softly. “Where did you
go just now? Why are you only here now? Why are you…”

Soon, due to her relaxed emotions, the medicine in her body started taking effect again.
Instead of punching Alex, she started caressing him with her hand.
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At the same time, the Grandmaster rank martial artist who went downstairs to wait
earlier heard the commotion and instantly ran back to the room. When he saw what
happened inside the room, he was immediately dumbfounded.

The bloody state Easton was in looked way too horrendous.

Even a Grandmaster rank martial artist like him who’d seen a lot in his life felt chills
down the back of his legs. Meanwhile, he simply couldn’t figure out where the man
holding Phoebe had come from.

“Who are you?” he looked at Alex and asked coldly.

Since Easton was this man’s employer, now that Easton was in trouble, wouldn’t it then
be his responsibility?

Would Viole still give him the thing he wanted?

Alex’s tone sounded even colder than his. “I should be the one asking you that question.
You’re a Grandmaster. How could you help them bully a girl like this? Are you not
ashamed of yourself?”
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This sentence immediately made the old man’s face turn red. He felt utterly
embarrassed. There was a saying that Grandmasters shouldn’t be insulted because
they were already standing on a moral high ground above the rest. They also had their
pride. Now that he was bullying a weak girl by helping others to use drugs against her,
his reputation would be tarnished if word got out. The martial arts world wouldn’t tolerate
such unacceptable behavior.

Meanwhile, Easton started shouting fiercely. “Mr. Glen, kill this jerk immediately. No, cut
his penis off first. After that, shred him to pieces. I want to turn him into ash.”

Viole was also incomparably furious. Her brother’s penis had been torn off. Such severe
injury couldn’t possibly be healed even with surgery. Her brother had become a eunuch
forever.

“That’s right. Kill him! Mr. Glen, as long as you kill this fellow, nobody will find out that
you came here. I will also immediately give you what you want,” Viole said.

The Grandmaster, whose surname was Glen, nodded. “I have the same thought!” he
said with a smile.

“Young fellow, remember this in this next lifetime. If you don’t have what it takes, don’t
stir up trouble unnecessarily,” he then said to Alex.
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He lifted his hand gently before reaching out to slap Alex. From his perspective, his
single slap would be enough to kill Alex.

However, in the next second, a white light flashed before him. Although he wanted to
dodge it, the white light was much too fast. He couldn’t avoid it at all.

Pfft!

The white light pierced through his heart.

Chapter 1350
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After looking down, Grandmaster Glen noticed that it was an odd looking long sword. It
pierced right through his heart.

“You… You are…” Grandmaster Glen had a look of disbelief. He seemed to have
recognized something. However, due to his damaged heart, he very quickly fell flat to
the ground.

Although he felt remorseful, there would be no undoing of his mistake.
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Alex Rockefeller waved his hand. The sword in Grandmaster Glen’s heart returned to
Alex’s hand.

This was the Seven Blades of Death Alex had earlier unlocked from the Dragon’s Bane
of Thirty-Six!

The Dragon Bone Sword was used mainly for defensive purposes, while the Seven
Blades of Death was primarily used for offensive purposes.

“Ahh!”

“This, this..?!”

Easton Zimmer and Viole Zimmer saw how Alex effortlessly killed a Grandmaster. More
importantly, they didn’t even know how Alex killed him. Where did that enormous long
sword come from? They couldn’t see it clearly at all. They were too shocked and
overwhelmed even to say a word.

Meanwhile, due to the medicine taking effect in Phoebe Larsen’s body, she became a
completely different person.
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She repeatedly rubbed her body against Alex, squishing herself against him. In fact, she
even wanted to remove her clothes. If Alex hadn’t been holding onto her, she’d have
stripped herself naked.

Her condition, Easton’s appearance, and the camera in Viole’s hand all produced an
unceasing urge to murder in Alex’s heart He was thinking of ways to kill the siblings so
that his rage could be appeased.

Viole started speaking right then. “W-Who are you? Don’ t do anything stupid. My father
is Michigan’s governor, Quentin Zimmer.”

“I know! That’s an even greater reason why you two should die!” Alex said coldly.

***

Meanwhile, Quentin’s investigation on Gordolf Goldman and Martin Zimmer led him to
the Divine Constabulary. He met with Zachary Xavier from the Divine Constabulary.

“Guardian Xavier, which elder is this Elder Rockefeller?” Quentin asked.
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“You claimed that Gordolf abused his powers with the intent of committing murder. Do
you have solid proof? Regardless, Gordolf is still an important member of Michigan’s
governing body. If you arrest him on an unfounded basis, I simply will not agree to it as
the governor. Even if you are from the Divine Constabulary, I will still daringly complain
to the governing body in

Alaska!” Quentin added.

Zachary waved his hand. A subordinate came over with a laptop before opening it and
playing a video from it. This video was recorded in the underground parking lot of a
supermarket.

Quentin laughed coldly. “What’s the big deal? It’s just a video of a few gangsters stirring
up trouble. How is it related to Gordolf? Do you think Gordolf hired these people?”

“No, your son did, ” Zachary said.

“How do you know?” Quentin sneered.

“Naturally, I have proof of it,” Zachary said.
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Soon, the next video was played.

However, the footage showed a conflict between Martin Zimmer with the people he
brought and Alex Rockefeller in front of the Larsen family’s house entrance. The scene
of Alex blocking a bullet with the wave of his hand could also be clearly seen.

Quentin looked horrified. “He… He’s Elder Rockefeller?”

“That’s right!” Zachary said.

“Apart from that, he also has an identity that you might not know, Governor Zimmer.
He’s the grandson of the Divine Constabulary’s president!”

Suddenly, Quentin’s eyes widened. He had a shocked expression upon his face. He
immediately gave his son a call.

After a long while, his call was finally picked up. However, the person who answered
wasn’t his son, Easton. Instead, it was his daughter, Viole.

Viole started shouting immediately over the phone. “Dad, help me! Help me!”
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